Abstract-Proteins are likely to form closely coupled protein complexes as functional units to participate in biological processes. We propose a Micro-Network Comparison algorithm to solve the problem of detecting protein complexes from protein interaction networks. We express the characters of a connection between a node and a core graph through the In-module Micro-network graph and Out-module Micro-network graph. We compare the number of edges in two graphs to decide whether a node has a dense or loose connection to a core graph. We give four experimental results using the algorithm and the results show that our algorithm has an excellent performance in both accuracy and hit rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the protein-protein interactions (PPI) networks grow in size and complexity, PPI network models must become more rigorous to keep track of all the components and their interactions [1] . This presents the need for computer simulation to manipulate and understand the PPI network model.
As a major form of the collaborative effects of two or more proteins, protein complexes play important roles in the formation of complicated biological functions such as the transcription of DNA, the translation of mRNA, etc. Traditionally, protein complexes are identified using experimental techniques such as coimmunoprecipitation and mass-spectrometry-based approaches, or computational methods such as protein-protein docking based on protein structures [2] . These methods, though successful, can hardly meet the requirement of identifying all protein complexes in known organisms, due to the large number of proteins that exist and the cost of biological experiments. On the other hand, since in most known cases, a protein complex is composed of a group of two or more proteins that are associated by stable protein-protein interactions, computational methods that can make use of abundant data given by the above high-throughput technologies have been demonstrating increasing success.
Proteins are likely to form closely coupled protein complexes as functional units to participate in biological processes [3] . So protein complexes can be roughly considered as dense subgraphs of the protein interaction network, i.e., coherent sets of proteins that are densely connected within themselves but loosely connected with other proteins [4, 5 and 6] .
It is a great challenge to effectively analyze the massive data for biologically meaningful protein complex detection. There are many studies on detecting protein complexes from protein interaction networks. Roth laboratory proposed a Complexpander approach, used a confidence-weighted graph of protein interactions to predict new members of protein complexes [7] . Then Huang et al. improved the methodology in [8] . Wu and Hu [9] presented a ModuleBuilder Algorithm to discover a protein sub-network, which could decide whether a node belongs to the sub-networks by comparing the inmodule degree and out-module degree. Pei and Zhang [3] introduced a seed-refine algorithm, used a subgraph quality measure, a two-layer heuristic to find seeds and a subgraph refinement method. Feng and Jiang [2] applied a max-flow-based approach to identify protein complexes in protein interaction networks.
In this paper, we firstly analyze two related algorithms and propose Micro-Network Comparison (MNC) algorithm. Then we give numerous experiment results and compare the performance. At last, we draw our conclusions.
II. PTOBLEM STATEMENT
We can consider a protein interaction network as a undirected graph G(V, E), where nodes V represents the set of proteins and edges E represents the set of interaction. Then a protein complex seems as a subgraph G c (V c , E c ), and is a dense graph belonging to G(V, E). So the problem of detecting protein complexes from protein interaction networks is converted to how to find a dense network from a whole graph. Pei and Zhang [3] presented a Seed-Refine (SR) algorithm to solve the problem of detecting protein complex using graph theories. SR decides whether a node belongs to a complex graph through adding or deleting a node to the core graph, and checking whether it improves the quality of the density of graph. But it only considers connections into the core graph, but ignores connections out of the core graph which might be their vital part.
Hu and Wu [9] proposed a ModuleBuilder (MB) algorithm to finding protein subnetworks. MB makes the decision through the comparison of the in-module degree (K in ) and out-module degree (K out ). As shown in Fig. 2 We have downloaded eight species of PPI data from DIP [10] database, and counted the numbers of nodes which has only one connection in the PPI network. As seen in Table 1 , we can find that there are considerable nodes have only one connection in the network and the proportion of this kind of nodes in the whole PPI network is from 20% to 70%. Accompanied with considerable rare connections, such kind of nodes will definitely affect the performance of networks. could contain some rare connections which play an insignificant role in networks while contrarily lower the performance of networks. 10 , which have no connection with each other and can be seemed as a loose connection. But when judging by MB algorithm, K in = 4 is smaller than K out = 5, then MB algorithm will make a wrong decision that the node N1 which has a dense connection with the core graph doesn't belong to the core graph. So we cannot simply decide whether a node belongs to the core graph or not through comparing the value of K in with K out . 
B. Micro-Network Comparison Algorithm
We propose Micro-Network Comparison (MNC) algorithm in this section to detect protein complexes accurately from protein interaction networks. We define two concepts, In-module Micro-network Graph and outmodule Micro-network Graph, and compare the number of edges inside the two graphs to decide whether a node has a dense or loose connection to the core graph.
In a protein interaction networks G(V, E), we assume that G o (V o , E o ) represents the core graph based on assigned seed node S, where V o is the set of core nodes chosen from all adjacent nodes of node S, and E o To a node N1 not in G is the set of edges among these core nodes.
) means a graph consists of all its neighbor nodes and itself, as showed in formula (1).
In-module Micro-network Graph G IM (V IM , E IM ) means a graph consists of its connected nodes to core
means a graph consists of its connected nodes out of core
To better understand the meaning of these different graphs, we draw them in Fig 4. In the figure, the left horizontal oval is core graph G o (V o 
III. ALGORITHM
). Then node N1 cannot be included into the complex S.
Based on the comparison between the In-Module Micro-network graph and the Out-Module Micro-network graph, we propose the Micro-Network Comparison (MNC) algorithm to detecting protein complexes from PPI networks. MNC algorithm mainly includes two parts: identify core graph with a given seed node, and get protein complex through comparing the edge amount between In-Module Micro-network graph and OutModule Micro-network graph.
We apply the same method to identify core graph as [8] . As the data flow shown in Fig.5 , firstly, find all the adjacent nodes of seed node and compose these nodes and seed to adjacent graph G ADJ (V ADJ , E ADJ ). Then compute the in-module degree (K in ) for every node in the adjacent graph except seed, and get the minimal (K min ) and the maximal (K max ) value of K in . Afterwards, delete the node with minimal K in from G ADJ , and repeat this action until K min equals to K max . Finally, compose rest nodes to a graph G o (V o 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply the Micro-Network Comparison (MNC) algorithm to the yeast interaction network. We download the Saccharomyces cerevisiae data set from DIP [10] , which has 5078 proteins and 22418 interactions. For the convenience of comparison, we chose four same seed proteins as ModuleBuilder (MB) algorithm [9] : TAF6, NOT3, RFC2, and ARP3. Using the four proteins as seed, we find their corresponding subnetworks by MNC algorithm. The sub-networks are visualized by Cytoscape [11] , which is an open source platform for complex network analysis and visualization. We search seed proteins' related complexes from the complexes database CYC2008 [12] , which is a comprehensive catalogue (like mips database) of manually curated 408 heteromeric protein complexes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae reliably backed by small-scale experiments from the literature. Following, we will list experiment results of four seed proteins. Then, we will compare the performance of our algorithm to MB algorithm.
A. TAF6
TAF6 is a Subunit of TFIID and SAGA complexes, involved in transcription initiation of RNA polymerase II and in chromatin modification. Searching TAF6 related complexes from CYC2008, we find 2 results: SAGA complex [13] , and TFIID complex [14] . SAGA complex includes 20 proteins, and TFIID complex includes 15 proteins. Fig.7 , which has 29 proteins and 110 interactions. As shown in Table 2 , the sub-network detected by our algorithm contains 29 proteins, in which 25 proteins belong to TAF6 related complexes. Separately, the sub-network has 16 of 20 SAGA complex proteins, only missing CHD1, SGF11, SUS1 and TRA1; 14 of 15 TFIID complex proteins, only missing TAF14.
B. NOT 3
NOT3 is a Subunit of the CCR4-NOT complex, which is a global transcriptional regulator with roles in transcription initiation and elongation and in mRNA degradation. Searching NOT3 related complexes from CYC2008, we find only 1 result: CCR4-NOT core complex [15] , which includes 9 proteins. Using NOT3 as seed, NOT3 sub-network is detected through the Micro-Network Comparison algorithm, as shown in Fig.8 , which has 7 proteins and 20 interactions. As shown in Table 3 , the sub-network detected by our algorithm contains 7 proteins, which all belong to CCR4-NOT complex. Among 9 CCR4-NOT complex proteins, our algorithm misses 2 proteins: CCR4 and CDC36. 
C. RFC2
RFC is a Subunit of heteropentameric Replication factor C (RF-C), which is a DNA binding protein and ATPase that acts as a clamp loader of the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) processivity factor for DNA polymerases delta and epsilon. Searching RFC2 related complexes from CYC2008, we find it belongs to DNA replication factor C (RFC) complex [16] , which includes 5 proteins.
Using RFC2 as seed, RFC2 sub-network is detected through the Micro-Network Comparison algorithm, as shown in Fig.9 , which has 10 proteins and 27 interactions. As shown in Table 4 , the sub-network detected by our algorithm contains 10 proteins, which all belong to RFC2 related complexes. Separately, the sub-network has all 5 RFC complex proteins; and ELG1, CTF8 and CTF18 are in RFC-like complex proteins. 
D. ARP3
ARP3 is an essential component of the Arp2/3 complex, which is a highly conserved actin nucleation center required for the motility and integrity of actin patches; involved in endocytosis and membrane growth and polarity.
Searching ARP3 related complexes from CYC2008, we find only 1 result: Arp2/3 protein complex [17] , which includes 7 proteins. Using ARP3 as seed, ARP3 sub-network is detected through the Micro-Network Comparison algorithm, as shown in Fig.10 , which has 7 proteins and 21 interactions. As shown in Table 5 , the sub-network detected by our algorithm contains 7 proteins, which perfectly are the same as 7 Arp2/3 protein complex proteins and no missing.
E. Performance Analysis
We compare the accurate percent and hit rate between our Micro-Network Comparison algorithm and Module Builder algorithm. The accurate percent is, for all detected proteins, the rate of number of those belong to known complexes to number of those all. The hit rate represents rate of how many nodes are detected for a known protein complex to the number of all nodes of that complex. We compare our results with those in [18] . From [18] , we only reference the raw detected sub-networks for every seed, but not use their statistics data, precision and recall, which correspond to accurate percent and hit rate. For seed TAF6, [18] considered nodes in SAGA complex and SRB complex as correct results, which is unreasonable because SRB complex [19] doesn't contain TAF6 at all. The correct nodes should be in SAGA and TFIID complex according to the search for seed TAF6 from CYC2008. So we re-count the hit number and accurate number based on the raw detected sub-networks. Table 6 is the statistics of accurate number for our MNC algorithm and MB algorithm. From the data, subnetworks detected by our algorithm MNC always have much less nodes than by MB algorithm. In TAF6 subnetwork, MNC has 29 nodes while MB has 39; in NOT3, the number is 7 vs 40; in RFC2, 10 vs 17; in ARP3, 7 vs 20. Meanwhile, our algorithm MNC always has more accurate nodes than MB, except NOT3. That is because the CCR4-NOT complex has a low connectivity and the 2 missing nodes by MNC have too many neighbors. Both reasons drop the performance of MNC algorithm. The comparison of accurate percent between MNC and MB is shown in Fig 11. From the figure, we show that our algorithm MNC has a significant improvement to MB on accurate percent, and that MNC even has a completely accurate identification in small complexes while MB only has 30% around for it includes too many irrelevant nodes. Table 7 is the statistics of hit number of our algorithm MNC and MB. From the table, we can find that MNC and MB can identify most of complex nodes. Especially in some small complexes, they have detected all nodes, such as RFC complex, and ARP2/3 complex. Fig 12 compares their hit rate for different complexes. In big complexes such as TAF6 related, MNC performs better than MB, while worse in some small complexes such as CCR4-Not complex. This is because it is easier for MB to hit an additional node in a much bigger detected sub-network than MNC.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss the character of protein complexes and problems of some detecting algorithm. Proteins are densely connected within their complexes, while loosely connected with other proteins. We use Inmodule Micro-Network graph and Out-module MicroNetwork graph to represent the relation of connection between a node and a core graph. We compare the number of edges in two graphs to represent whether a node has a dense or loose connection with a core graph. A node is deemed to have a dense connection with a core graph if the difference is positive, which means the edges in In-module Micro-network graph are more than edges in the other graph. Then we propose the Micro-Network Comparison algorithm to detecting protein complexes from protein interaction networks. MNC algorithm decides whether a node belongs to a protein complex through comparison of the number between core graph and nodes out of core graph. Applying MNC algorithm to the yeast interaction network, we assign four seed proteins to detect related complexes. Experimental results show that our algorithm has an excellent performance in both accuracy and hit rate.
